The Colossal FlexShade window shade offers superior control of heat gain and glare in large shading applications. This window shade maximizes the ability to reduce light gap, by minimizing the number of window shades required for coverage.

FEATURES
- Fabric determines height capabilities.
- Deflection Compensation System to minimize fabric fullness.
- Eyebolts for hoisting shade provide ease of installation.
- Battens included to ensure flattest surface possible.
- Graphics can be printed on window shade.
- Headbox finished in white.
- Product designed for interior use.

OPTIONS
- Optional internal junction box, wall mounting bracket kit, or ceiling tile flange kit available.

SIZES
- Available in sizes 3' to 28' 9" (91 cm to 846 cm) wide and 40' (1,219 cm) high, depending on fabric selection.

FABRIC OPTIONS
windowshades/fabricoptions.aspx

WARRANTY
warranty.aspx/

SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS
All instructions, technical drawings and other supporting documents are located at: Documents.aspx

For more information on this product visit:
windowshades/motorizedshades.aspx
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